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Balkan  Chamois  hunt  in  Croatia  2019Balkan  Chamois  hunt  in  Croatia  2019

The 86 km long Biokovo mountain is raising right from the Adriatic sea along tourist
Makarska riviera. Comparing to other hunt areas hunt is much easier. Even the peak at
1.764 meters altitude is accessible by regular vehicles on good road. Stalking is the main
way of hunting. Within only one hour easy
walk  you are  in  the  heart  of  the  Chamois
area.  The best  and the easiest  time for  the
hunt is  during the rut in November.       

Basic hunt price is 1.400 €.  Service included:
*   3 days hunt with stalker;  guiding 1:1, 
*   4 days full board accommodation (2 persons
     sharing  room)
*   Assistance at arrival/departure at Split or
     Zagreb airport
*   Scoring of the trophy

The hunter will receive the  skull with horns as
trophy.

Not included: 
 Airfares to / from Split or Zagreb airport 
 Pick up and drop off at Split airport  (300 € per

vehicle) or Zagreb airport (590 €/vehicle)
 Croatian hunting  license (60 €)
 Additional hunt day (300 €)



 Wounded and not find chamois: 50 % of by the stalker's estimated trophy value
 Transport during the hunt: 1,10 €/km
 Cape 100 €,  full hide 150 €
 Basic field preparation (bleached skull & horns); 50 €/trophy
 Rifle rent (30-06, 308 Win, 7 x 64, 8 x 57) per complete duration of the hunt period including

ammunition: 150  €
 Single room surcharge: 30 €/day
 Non  hunting guest (tourist): 150 €/night  sharing room with hunting guest
 The trophy fee for Chamois will be charged according to CIC point system as follows: 

 CIC     POINTS EUR 
€

plus EUR/
CIC point

Up to 90 1400
from  90,01  to   95 1700
from  95,01  to 100 2100
from 100,01 to 105 2100 80
from 105,01 to 110 2500 160
from 110 3300 200

Hunting season: September 1 to January 31.  

Acommodation  is  in  Makarska  –  welknown
summer  resort  with  4*  and  3*  hotels.  Good
restaurants are open year round. Ideal place to take
your  family members with. 

Please  note: This  program  is  not  contractual
document.  It  is  of  information  purpose  only.
Conditions and prices which are out of our control
and control of our partners may change  without
previous   notice.   For  actual  conditions  please
contact us by phone or e mail.
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